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Ministry of Industry and Trade

NOTICE

TO IMPORTERS AND EXPORTERS

This notice amends the notice to importers and exporters published in
an annex to Official Gazette No. 74 dated 27 November 1981, establishing
the lists of products LiberaLized for import, subject to import card, under
import quota, and prohibited for export, as amended and supplemented by
subsequent texts, in particular the notices published in Official Gazette
No. 56 of 26 and 30 July 1985, No. 58 of 14 and 17 October 1986 and
No. 9 of 3 February 1987.

This notice:

1. Amends the provisions of paragraph I of the above-mentioned notice to
importers and exporters, as follows:

I (New) Products Liberalized for Import

(a) The products listed in Annex 1 to this notice, parts and accessories
intended for incorporation in articles used by manufacturers,
agricultural producers, hoteliers, hospital establishments and other
undertakings which furnish services, and likewise equipment goods
duly approved by the Investment Promotion Agency, the Agricultural
Investment Promotion Agency or the Sub-Committee on Touristic Approval,
may be imported under an import certificate.

(b) Industrial undertakings, 15 per cent or more of whose turnover is
accounted for by exports, may import raw materials and semi-
manufactures used exclusively in their activities under the import
certificate procedure.

The undertakings eligible for this procedure shall be thesubject
of periodic lists drawn up by the Ministry of Industry and Trade
(General Directorate of Trade) and notified to the Central Bank of
Tunisia and the General Directorate of Customs.

(c) Undertakings approved for the manufacture of pharmaceutical products
may likewise import raw materials and semi-finished products used in
the manufacture and packaging of pharmaceutical products under the
import certificate procedure.

Import certificates in respect of the import of the said products
must bear the indication "Goods intended exclusively for the
manufacture and packaging of pharmaceutical products".
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2. Cancels and replaces Annex 1 Listing the products liberalized for
import, annexed to the above-mentioned notice to importers and exporters.

Annex 1 listing the products liberalized for import should therefore
read as follows:
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ANNEX 1 (NEW)

LIST OF PRODUCTS LIBERALIZED FOR IMPORT

Tariff GNP No.
heading Description of products

No. From To

ex 01.05 Live poultry, that is to say, fowls, ducks,
geese, turkeys and guinea fowls:
ex A. Day-old chicks for breeding purposes 010520 010520

05.02 Pigs', hogs' and boars' bristles or hair;
badger hair and other brush-making hair;
waste of such bristLes and hair 050211 050250

05.14 Ambergris, castoreum, civet and musk;
cantharides; bile, whether or not dried;
animal products, fresh, chilled or frozen, or
otherwise provisionally preserved, of a kind
used in the preparation of pharmaceutical
products 051411 051419

09.07 Cloves (whole fruit, cloves and stems) 090700 090700

11.07 Malt, roasted or not 110701 110709

ex .1.08 Starches; inuLin:
A. Starch obtained from cereal grains 110811 110819

11.09 Wheat gLuten, whether or not dried 110900 110900

ex 12.03 Seeds, fruit and spores, of a kind used for
sowing:
A. Vetch and Lupine seeds 120311 120312
B. Clover and Lucerne seed 120313 120314

12.06 Hop cones and Lupulin 120601 120605

ex 12.08 Chicory roots, fresh or dried, whole or cut,
unroasted; locust beans, fresh or dried,
whether or not kibbled or ground, but not
further prepared; fruit kernels and other
vegetable products of a kind used primarily
for human food, not falLing within any other
heading:
ex D. Other:

Chicory roots, fresh or dried,
whole or cut, unroasted 120851 120851
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Tariff GNP No.
heading Description of products

No. From To

ex 13.02 Shellac, seed Lac, stick Lac and other Lacs;
naturaL gums, resins, gum-resins and baLsams:

A. SheLLac, seed Lac, stick Lac and other
Lacs 130211 130215

ex D. Resins and gum resins:
- Other resins and gum-resins 130249 130249

ex 14.01 Vegetable materials of a kind used primarily
for pLaiting (for example, cereal straw,
cleaned, bleached or dyed, osier, reeds,
rushes, rattans, bamboos, raffia and lime
bark):

- Rattans 140105 140105
- Raffia 140107 140107

ex 14.05 Vegetable products not elsewhere specified or
included:
ex B. Raw materials for dyeing and tanning:

(b) Other 140529 140529

15.02 IFats of bovine cattLe, sheep or goats,
unrendered; rendered or soLvent-extracted fats
(including "premier jus') obtained from those
unrendered fats 150201 150209

ex 15.03 Lard stearin, oLeostearin and tallow stearin;
Lard oil, oleo-oil and tallow oil, not
emulsified or mixed or prepared in any way:

- Lard stearin; oLeostearin 150301 150309

15.04 Fats and oils, of fish and marine mammals,
whether or not refined: 150410 150449
A. Cod-liver oiL
B. Other l

ex 15.05 Wool grease and fatty substances derived
therefrom (including lanolin):

- Lanolin 150501 150501

ex 15.10 Fatty acids; acid oils from refining; fatty
aLcohols:
ex A. Fatty acids; acid oils from refining:

- Stearic acids 151011 151011
- Other fatty acids 151019 151019
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Tariff GNP No.
heading Description of products-

No. From To

15.16 Vegetable waxes, whether or not coloured 151600 151600

ex 15.17 Degras; residues resulting from the treatment
of fatty substances or animal or vegetable
waxes:
A. OiL foots and dregs; soap-stocks 151711 151715

ex 18.04 Cocoa butter (fat or oil):
- Cocoa fat or oil 180405 180405

ex 24.01 Unmanufactured tobacco; tobacco refuse:
- Imported for the account of the

State 240111 240128

25.02 Unroasted iron pyrites 250200 250200

ex 25.07 Clay (for example, kaoLin and bentonite),
andaLusite kyanite and silLimanite, whetheror
not calcined, but not including expanded clays
falling within heading No. 68.07; mullite;
chamotte and dinas earths excluding tfal 250710 250720
ghassouL 250761 250769

25.13 Pumice stone; emery; natural corundum,
natural garnet and other natural abrasives,
whether or not heat-treated 251301 251309

ex 25.19 Natural magnesium carbonate (magnesite);
fused magnesia; dead-burned (sintered)
agnesia, whether or not containing small
uantities of other oxides added before
wintering; other magnesium oxide, whether
or not chemically pure, excluding magnesium
oxide 251911 251915

_____________________ ________________________________________
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Tari f
heading

No.
Description of products

GNP No.

F rom To

25.24 Asbestos 252400 252400

25.26 Mica, including splittings; mica waste 252601 252608

25.27 Natural steatite, including natural seatite
not further worked than roughly spLit,
roughly squared or squared by sawing; talc 252711 252725

25.30 Crude natural borates and concentrates
thereof (caLcined or not), but not including
borates separated from natural brine; crude
natural boric acid containing not more than
85% of H3B03 calculated on the dry weight 253003 250308

ex 25.32 Mineral substances not elsewhere specified
included:
ex A. Earth colours, whether or not :aLcined
zor intermixed; natural micaceous iron oxides;
natural meerschaum (whether or not ir
polished pieces) and natural amber; frecon-
stituted meerschaum and amber in small plates,
rods, sticks and similar forms, not further
worked than moulded; jet; natural arsenic
sulphides:

- Earth coLours, whether or not
caLcined or intermixed 253211 253211

- Natural micaceous iron oxides 253213 253213

27.13 Paraffin wax, micro-crystalline wax, slack
wax, ozokerite, lignite wax, peat wax and
other mineral waxes, whether or not coLoured 271311 271325

27.15 Bitumen and sphalt, natural; bituminous
shale, asphaltic rock and tar sands 271511 271525

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ _-
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Tariff GNP No.
heading Description of products

No. From To

27.16 Bituminous mixtures based on natural asphalt,
on natural bitumen, petroleum bitumen, on
mineral tar or on mineral tar pitch (for
example, bituminous mastics, cut-backs) 271611 271625

28.01 Halogens (fluorine, chlorine, bromine and
iodine) 280110 280123

ex 28.02 Sulphur, sublimed or precipitated; colloidal
sulphur:

- Colloidal sulphur 280220 280220

28.03 Carbon (including carbon black) 280311 280319

ex 28.04 Hydrogen, rare gases and other non-metals:
A. Oxygen 280410 280410
B. Nitrogen 280420 280420
C. Hydrogen and rare gases 280431 280432

ex 28.05 Alkali and alkaline-earth metals; rare
earth metals; yttrium and scandium and
intermixtures or interailoys thereof; mercury:
B. Other 280541 280549

28.06 HydrochLoric acid and chlorosulphuric acid 280610 280620

28.09 Nitric acid; sulphonitric acids 280911 280915

28.12 Boric oxide and boric acid 281200 281200

ex 28.13 Other inorganic acids and oxygen compounds
of non-metals (excluding water), excluding 281310 281342
arsenic pentoxide; arsenic oxide and arsenic 281344 28134-9
acid

28.14 Halides, oxyhalides and other halogen
compounds of non-metals 281411 281419

28.15 Sulphides of non-metals; phosphorous
trisulphide 281510 281549

28.16 Ammonia, anhydrous or in aqueous solution 281611 281615
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Tariff GNP No.
heading Description of products

No. From To

28.17 Sodium hydroxide (caustic soda); potassium
hydroxide (caustic potash); peroxides of
sodium or potassium 281711 281728

28.18 Hydroxide and peroxide of magnesium; oxides,
hydroxides and peroxides, of strontium or
barium 281811 281818

28.19 Zinc oxide and zinc peroxide 281910 281930

28.20 Aluminium oxide and hydroxide; artificial
corundum 282011 282040

28.21 Chromium oxides and hydroxides 282111 282118

28.22 Manganese oxides 282211 282219

28.23 Iron oxides and hydroxides; earth colours
containing 70% or more by weight of combined
iron evaluated as Fe203 282311 282318 ~~~~~~~~ 3

28.25 Titanium oxides 282500 282500

28.27 Lead oxides; red Lead and orange lead 282711 282719

ex 28.28 Hydrazine and hydroxylamine and their
inorganic salts; other inorganic bases and
ImetalLic oxides, hydroxides and peroxides:
B. Other 282811 282849

28.29 Fluorides; fluorosilicates, fluoroborates
and other complex fluorine salts 282911 j282919

28.30 Chlorides, oxychiorides and hydroxychlorides;
bromides and oxybromides; iodides and
oxyiodides:
A. Chlorides, oxychlorides and hydroxy-

chlorides
B. Other
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Tariff GNP No.
heading Description of products

No. From To

ex 28.31 HypochLorites; commercial calcium hypo-
chlorite; chlorites; hypobromites, 283110 283110
excluding sodium hypochlorite 283142 283149

28.35 Sulphides; poLysulphides 28351C 283549

28.36 Dithionites, including those stabilized with
organic substances; sulphoxylates 283611 283615

28.37 Sulphites and thiosulphates 283711 283719

ex 28.38 Sulphates (including alums) and persuiphates: 283830 283845
ex C. Other, excluding zinc sulphate, 283853 283853
aluminium sulphate and iron sulphate 283861 283869

ex 28.42 Carbonates and percarborates; commercial
ammonium carbonate containing ammonium 284210 284251
carbamate; excluding calcium carbonate 284253 284259

28.45 Silicates; commercial sodium and potassium
silicates 284511 284519

28.47 Salts of metallic acids (for example,
chromates, permanganates, stannates) 284711 284719

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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Tariff GNP No.
heading Description of products

No. From To

28.48 Other salts and peroxysaLts of inorganic
acids, but not including azides. 284810 284839

ex 28.50 FisiLe chemical elements and isotopes;
other radio-active chemical elements and
radio-active isotopes; compounds, inorganic
or organic, of such elements or isotopes;
whether or not chemically defined; alloys,
dispersions and cermets, containing any of
these elements, isotopes or compounds:

A. For medical purposes (2) 285011 285012

,
ex 28.51 Isotopes and their compounds, inorganic or

organic, whether or not chemically defined,
other than isotopes and compounds falling
within heading No. 28.50

A. For medical purposes (2) 285110 285110

28.54 Hydrogen peroxide (including solid hydrogen
peroxide) 285411 285415

ex 28.56 Crides, whether or not chemically defined:

B. Other 285631 285639

ex 2875? Hydrides, nitrides, azides, silicides and
Ibcrides, whether or not chemically defined, 285711 285713
excluding nitrides and azides 285719 285719

i 28.58 Other inorganic compounds (including
distilled and conductivity water and water
of similar purity); liquid air (whether or
not rare gases have been removed); compressed
air; amalgams, other than amalgams of
precious metals 285810 285839

29.01 |Hydrocarbons ] 290110 290149
_ _ _
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Tariff GNP No.
heading Description of products

No. From To

29.02 HaLogenated derivatives of hydrocarbons 290210 290279

29.04 Acyclic alcohols and their halogenated, suL-
phonated, nitrated or nitrosated derivatives 290410 290439

29.05 Cyclic aLcohoLs and their halogenated, suL-
phonated, nitrated or nitrosated derivatives 290511 290519

29.06 |Phenols and phenoL-alcohols 290611 290619

29.07 !HaLogenated, sulphonated, nitrated or nitro-
sated derivatives of phenols or phenol-
alcohols 290711 290719

29.08 Ethers, ether-alcohols, ether-phenols, ether-
.acohoL-phenoLs, alcohoL peroxides and ether
peroxides, and their halogenated, suLphonated,
1ritrated or nitrosated derivatives 290810 290839

29.09 lEpoxides, epoxyalcohols, epoxyphenoLs and
epoxyethers, with a three or Four member ring,
;and their haLogenated, sulphonated, nitrated
ior nitrosated derivatives 290911 290919

29.10 AcetaLs and hemiacetals and single or complex
oxygen-function acetals and hemiacetals, and
their halogenated, sulphonated, nitrated or
jnitrosated derivatives 291000 291000

29.11 ALdehydes, aldehyde-alcohols, aldehyde-ethers_
aLdehyde-phenois and other single or complex
oxygen-function aLdehydes; cycLic polymers of
aldehydess; paraformaldehyde 291111 291129

29.12 HaLogenated, sulphonated, nitrated or nitro-
isated derivatives of products falling within
heading No. 2911 291211 291219

29.13 IKetones, ketone-alcohols, ketone-phenols,
,ketone-aldehydes, quinones, quinone-aLcohols,
quirone-phenols, quinone-aldehydes and other
single or complex oxygen-function ketones and
quinones, and their halogenated, sulphonated,
nitrated or nitrosated derivatives 291310 291359
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Tariff GNP No.
heading Description of product

No. From To

29.14 Monocarboxylic acids and their Anhydrides,
halides, peroxides and peracids, and their
haLogenated, suLphonated, nitrated or nitro-
sated derivatives 291405 291455

29.15 PoLycarboxyLic acids and their anhydrides,
haLides, peroxides and oeracids, and their
haLogenated, sulphonated, nitrated or
nitrosated derivatives 291511 291549

29.16 CarboxyLic acids with aLcohoL, phenoL, aLde-
hyde, or ketone function and other singLe or
compLex oxygen-function carboxyLic acids and
their anhydrides, haLides, peroxides and
peracids, and their halogenated, suLphonated,
4 rated or nitrosated derivatives 291610 291679

29.21 Other esters of mineraL acids (excLuding
haLides) and their salts, and their haLo-
genated, suLphonated, nitrated or nitrosated
derivatives 292110 292139

29e22 Amine-function compounds 292211 292219

29.23 SingLe or compLex oxygen-function amino-
compounds 292300 292300

29.24 Quaternary ammonium saLts and hydroxides;
Lecithins and other phosphoaminoLipins 292411 292419

29.25 Carboxyamide-functior compounds; amide-
fuunctiocn compounds ofcarbonic acid 292510 292539

29.26 Carboxyimide-function compounds (incLuding
ortho-benzoicsuLphimide and its saLts) and
imine-function compounds (including hexa-
methyLene-tetramine and trimethyLenetrini-

m ~~~~tra'rine) 29611 2926i19 !
________________

29.27 Nitri Le-function compounds 292711 292719

_29.28 Diazo-, azo- and azoxy-compounds 292800 292800

29.29 Organic derivatives of hydrazine andhydroxy-
Lamine 292911 292919

29o30 jCompunds with other nitrogen-functions 293011 293019

29.31 Organo-suLphur compounds 293110 293139
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T r fl GNP No.
heading Dec~ription of products

No. From To

ex 29.34 Other organo-inorganic compounds, 293411 293413
excluding tetraethl Lead 293419 293419

29.37 1 SuLtones and suLtams) 293700 293700 f

30.01 Organo-therapeutic glands and other organs,
dried, whether or not powdered; organo-
therapeutic extracts of glands or other
organs or of their secretions; other animal
substances prepared for therapeutic or
prophylactic uses, not elsewhere specified or
included 300101 300107

30.02 Antisera; microbial vaccines, toxins, micro-
bial cultures (including ferments but
excluding yeasts) and similar products 300211 300218

30.03 Medicaments (including veterinary medicaments
imported by the Central Pharmacy of Tunisia 300310 300370

ex 30.04 Wadding, gauze, bandages and similar articles
(for example, dressings, adhesive plasters,
poultices), impregnated or coated with
pharmaceutical substances or put up in retaiL
packings for medicaL or surgical purposes,
other than goods specified in note 3 to this
chapter:
ex B. Other:

- Wadding, impregnated or coated with
pharmaceutical substances or put up
in retail packing for medical or
surgicaL puposes 3004'1 300411

30.05 Other pharmaceutical goods 300510 300569

32.01 Tanning extracts of vegetable origin; tannins
(tanric acids), including water-extracted
gall-nut tannin, and their saLts, ethers,
esters and other derivatives 320111 320118
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Tariff GNP No.
heading Description of products

No. From To

32.03 Synthetic organic tanning substances, and
inorganic tanning substances; tanning prep-
arations, whether or not containing natural
tanning materials; enzymatic preparations for
pre-tanning (for example, of enzymatic,
pancreatic, or bacterial origin) 320311 320319

32.04 Colouring matter of vegetable origin
(including dyewood extract and other
vegetable dyeing extracts, but excluding
indigo) or of animaL origin 320411 320419

32.05 Synthetic organic dyestuffs (incLuding pigment
dyestuffs); synthetic organic products of a
kind used as Luminophores; products of a kind
known- as opticaL cleashing agents,
substantive to the fibre; natural indigo 320511 320558

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ I _ _ __-_-__

32.07 Other colcuring matter; inorganic products of
a kind used as luminophores 320711 320719

ex 32.09 Varnishes and Lacquers; dis-empers; prepared
water pigments of the kind used for finishing

; Leather; paints and enamels; pianents
dispersed in linseed oil, white spirit,
sCirits o0 f turpentine or other media of a
kind used In the manufacture of paints or
enamels; stamping fcls; dyes or other
coLcurinc matter in forms or packings of a
kind sold by retaiL; solutions as defined by
Note 4 to this Chapter:

<, -.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~pje1
- Prepared water pigments of the kind

used for firishino leather 320985 320985

34.03 Lubricating preparations, and preparations of
La kind used for oil or grease treatment of
textiles, leather or other materials, but

|not including preparations containing 70%
! or more by weight of petroleum oils or of
oils obtained from bituminous minerals 340309 340315
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Tariff GNP No.
heading Description of products

No. From To

ex 34.04 Artificial waxes (including water-soLuble
waxes); prepared waxes, not emulsified or
containing solvents:

- Artificial polythylene waxes 340411 340411

ex 34.05 Polishes and creams, for footwear, furniture
or floors, metal polishes, scouring powders
and similar preparations, but excluding
prepared waxes falling within heading
No. 34.04:
ex B. Other:

- Polishing paste 340538 340

ex 34.07 Modelling pastes (including those put up for
children' amusement and assorted modelling
pastes); preparations of a kind known as
"dental wax" or as "dental impression
compounds", in pLates, horseshoe shapes,
sticks and similar forms:

- Preparations of a kind known as
"dental wax" or as "dental
impression compounds", in plates,
horseshoe shapes sticks and
similar forms 340715 340715

35.02 ALbumins, aLbuminates and other albumin
derivatives 350200 350200

35.03 GeLatin (including aeLatin in rectangles,
whether or not coLoured or surface-worked)
and gelatin derivatives; aues derived from
bones, hides, nerves, tendons or from
similar products, and fish gLues; isinglass 350310 350327

35.07 Enzymes; prepared enzymes not elsewhere
specified or included 350700 350700

~~
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Tariff GNP No.
heading Description of products

No. From To

ex 36.06 Matches (excluding BengaL matches),
imported for the account of the State 360611 360629

ex 37.01 Photographic pLates and film in the fLat, 370110 370110
sensitized, unexposed, of any materiaL other 370115 370120
than paper, paperboard or cLoth, excluding 370123 370123
pLates of aluminium other than for medicaL use 370131 370137

ex 37.02 FiLm in rolls, sensitized, unexposed, perfo-
rated or not:
A. For printing newspapers, periodicals,

books, pamphlets and tourist brochures(b) 370211 370219
B. For medicaL use 370230 370230

37.03 Sensitized paper, paperboard or cLoth,
unexposed or exposed but not developed 370311 370339

37.08 ChemicaL products and fLash Light materials,
of a kind and in a form suitabLe for use in
photography 370811 370849

38.01 ArtificiaL graphite; coLLoidaL graphite,
other than suspensions in oiL 380101 380108

38.03 Activated carbon; activated naturaL mineraL
products; animaL bLack, incLuding spent
animaL bLack 380301 380308

38.06 |Concentrated suLphite Lye 380600 380600

38.07 Spirits of turpentine (gum, wood and
suLphate) and other terpenic soLvents
produced by the distiLLation or other treat-
ment of coniferous woods; crude dipentene;
suLphite turpentine; pine oiL (exLuding"pine
oiLs" not rich in terpineoL 380701 380708



Tariff.
heading Description of products

38.08 Rosin and resin acids, and derivatives thereof
other than ester gums included in heading
No. 39.05; rosin spirit and rosin oiLs
.-

38.09 Wood tar; wood tar oils (other than the
composite solvents and thinners falling
within heading No. 38.18); wood creosote;
wood naphtha; acetone oil; vegetable pitch
of all kinds; brewers' pitch and similar
compounds based on rosin or on vegetable
pitch; foundry core binders based on natural
resinous products

GNP No.

380901 380907

38.12 Prepared glazings, prepared dressings and
prepared mordants, of a kind used in the
textile, paper, Leather or Like industries 381201 381209

38.13 Pickling preparations for metal surfaces;
fLuxes and other auxiliary preparations for
soLdering, brazing or welding; soldering,
brazing or weLding powders and pastes
consigning of metal and other materials;
preparations of a kind used as cores or
coatings for weldinq rods and electrodes 381301 381308

38.15 Prepared rubber accelerators 381500 381500

38.16 Prepared cuLture media for development of 3
icro-organisms 381610 381150

ex 38.11 Preparations and charges f or fire-
extinguishers; charged fire-extinguishing
grenades:
- Charges for fire-extinguishers 381701 381701
- Preparations for fire-extinguishers 381703 381703

L/6152
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Description of products
GNP No.

From To

Chemical products and preparations of the
checmicaL and allied industries (including
those consisting of mixtures of natural
products), not elsewhere specified or'
incLuded; residual products of the chemicaL
or allied industries, not elsewhere specified
or included:
ex C. Other

ex (b) Other, excluding:
Liquids for hydraulic
transmission
ResiduaL Lyes from the
manuacture of wood pulp
Metallic carbide mixtures,
whether or not with metals
or binders, not agglomerated
Preparations for accumu-
lators with a basis of
cadmium oxide or nickel
hydroxide
Other chemical products and
preparations and residual
products of the chemical or

allied industries, not else-
where specified or included,
intended for analytical
Laboratories, whether or not
containing ethyl alcohol
Other chemical products and
preparations, intended for
other uses, whether or not
containing ethyl alcohol

381923
381925
381962
381966

381923
381957
381963
381982

ex 39.01 Condensation, polycondensation and poLy-
addition products, whether or not modified or
polymerized and whether- or not Linear (for
example, phenopLasts, aminoplasts, aLkyds,
polyaLlyl esters and other unsaturated
polyesters, silicones):

B. Otherwise put up 390140 390159

Tariff
heading

No.

ex 38.19

I
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Tariff GNP No.
heading Des~cription of products

No. From ToNo.

ex 39.02 PoLymerization and copoLymerization products
(for example, polLyetheLene, poLytetrahaLo-
ethyLenes, poLyisobutyLene, polystyrene,
poLyvinyL chLoride, poLyvinyL acetate,
poLyvinyL chLoroacetate and other polyvinyL
derivatives, poLyacryLic and poLymethacryLic
derivatives, coumarone-indene resins):

B. Otherwise put up 390260 390289

ex 39.03 Regenerated ceLluLose; ceLLuLose nitrate,
ceLLuLose acetate and other ceLLuLose esters,
ceLLuLose ethers and other chemicaL
derivatives of ceLLuLose, pLasticized or not
(for exampLe, coLLodions, ceL uLoid);
vulcanized fibre 390301 390305

A. VuLcanized fibre

ex B. Other:
ex I (c) Other: 390321 390321

- CelLuLose acetate for the 390322 390322
manufacture of spectacle 390323 390323
frames and mountings 390324 390324

II Otherwise put up 390350 390359

39.04 Hardened proteins (for exampLe, hardened
casein and hardened geLatin) 390411 390430

39.05 Natural resins modified by fusion (run gums);
artificial resins obtained by esterification
of natural resins or of resinic acids
(ester gums); chemical derivatives of natural
rubber (for exampLe, chlorinated rubber,
rubber hydrochLoride, oxidized rubber,
cycLized rubber) 390511 390546

39.06 Other high poLymers, artificiaL resins and
artificial pLastic materials, including
aLginic acid, its saLts and esters; Linoxyn 390610 390629
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Tariff GNP No.
heading Description of products

No. From To

ex 39.07 Articles of materials of the kinds described
in headings Nos. 39.01 to 39.06:
ex B. Packing articles (bags, boxes, etc.):

ex II Other:
(b) SteriLe bags for blood

transfusions containing an anti-
coagulant solution, of materials
of the kind described in
headings Nos. 39.01 to 39.06 390714 390714

ex(c) Other:
Baas for urine collection of
materials of the kind described
in headings Nos. 39.01 to 39.06 390726 390726

ex F. Other articles:
lex(e) ArticLes for technical use, such
Ix Ce) as belts, joints, washers, etc. 390752 390752

(f) Conset busks and similar
supports for articles of apparel
and clothing accessories of
materials of the kind described
in headings Nos. 39.01 to 39.06 390753 390753

ex(g) Other:
- Other articles of materials of

the kind described in headings
Nos. 39.01 to 39.06, for
vehicles of all kinds,
excluding signalling - light
covers and reflector covers 390798 390798

40.01 Natural rubber latex, whether or not with
added synthetic rubber latex; pre-
vulcanized natural rubber latex; natural
rubber, balata, gutta-percha and similar
natural gums 400101 400109

40.02 Synthetic rubber latex; pre-vulcanized
synthetic rubber latex; synthetic rubber;
factice derived from oils 400211 400219

40.03 Reclaimed rubber 400300 400300



GNP No.
Description of products

40.04 Waste and parings of unhardened rubber; scrap
of unhardened rubber, fit only for the
recovery of rubber; powder obtained from
waste or scrap of unhardened rubber

Plates, sheets and strip, of unvulcanized
natural or synthetic rubber, other than
smoked sheets and crepe sheets of heading
No. 40.01 or 40.02; granules of unvulcanized
natural or synthetic rubber compounded ready
for vulcanization; unvulcanized natural or
synthetic rubber, compounded before or after
coagulation either with carbon bLack (with or
without the addition of mineral oil) or with
silica (with or without the addition of
mineral oil), in any form, of a kind known as
masterbatch, excluding plates, sheets and
strip of unvulcanized natural or
synthetic rubber; other than smoked sheets
and crepe sheets of heading No. 40.01 or 40.0

400501 400505

40.06 Unvulcanized natural or synthetic rubber,
including rubber latex, in other forms or
states (for example, rods, tubes and profile
shapes, solutions and dispersions); articles
of unvulcanized natural or synthetic rubber
(for example, coated or impregnated textile
thread; rings and discs) 400601 400609

40.07 Vulcanized rubber thread or cord, whether or
not textile covered, and textile thread
covered or impregnated with vulcanized
rubber 400701 400708

_____________ _____.._______-____._____I_
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ex 40.09 Piping and tubing, of unhardened vulcanized
rubber:

A. Piping and tubing for lining machine
cylinders

ex B. (b) Other:
- hose connections for motor

vehicles

40.10 Transmission, conveyor or elevator belts or
belting, of vulcanized rubber

ex 40.11 Rubber tyres, tyre cases, interchangeable
tyre treads, inner tubes and tyre flaps, for
wheels of all kinds:
D. Pneumatic tyres, including tubeless tyres,

for aircraft

ex 40.13 Articles of apparel and clothing accessories
(including lovess, for all purposes, of
unhardened vulcanized rubber:
- Surgical gloves of unhardened vulcanized

rubber

ex 40.14 Other articles of unhardened vulcanized
rubber:
ex C. Articles for technical uses, excluding

seals and bellows

40.15 Hardened rubber (ebonite and vulcanite),
in bulk, plates, sheets, strip, rods,
profile shapes and tubes; scrap, waste and
powder, of hardened rubber

40.16 Articles of hardened rubber (ebonite and
vulcanite)

_~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~41.10 Composition leather with a basis of leather
or leather fibre, in slabs, in sheets or
in rolls
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42.04 Articles of leather or of composition leather
of a kind used in machinery or mechanical
appliances or for other industrial purposes 420401 420409

ex 44.03 Wood in the rough, whether or not stripped of
its bark or merely roughed down:
E. Undressed timber 440350 440350

ex 45.03 Articles of natural cork:
- Washers of natural cork 450305 450305

ex 47.01 Pulp derived by mechanical or chemical means
from any fibrous vegetable material 470110 470110
excluding esparto pulp 470129 470156

ex 48.07 Paper and paperboard, impregnated, coated,
surface-coloured, surface-decorated or
printed (not constituting printed matter
within Chapter 49), in rolls or sheets:
ex E. Other:
ex (g) Other: Paperboard, impregnated or

coated, in sheets, intended for use
exclusively in the leather and
footwear industry 480775 480775

ex 48.20 Bobbins, spools, cops and simiLar supports
of paper pulp, paper or paperboard (whether

,or not perforated or hardened):
B. Other 482005 482009

ex 48.21 Other articles of paper, paperboard or
cellulose wadding:
ex C. Other:

- Filters for household and
laboratory machines and appliances 482177 482177

50.01 Silk-worm cocoons suitable for reeling 500100 500100
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50.02 Raw silk (not thrown) 500200 500200

50.03 Silk waste (including cocoons unsuitable for
reeling, silk noils and pulled or garnetted
rags) 500300 500300 j

50.04 Silk yarn, other than yarn of noil or other
waste silk, not put up for detail sale 500400 500400

50.05 Yarn spun from noil or other waste silk, not
put up for retail sale 500500 500500

50.07 Silk yarn and yarn spun from noil or other
waste silk, put up for retail sale; silk-
worm gut; imitation catgut of silk 500711 500745

51.02 Monofil, strip (artificial straw and the
like) and imitation catgut, of man-made
fibre materials 510211 510249_ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~I

52.01 Metallized yarn, being textile yarn spun
with metal or covered with metal by any
process 520101 520109

53.01 Sheep's or lambs' wool, not carded or
combed 530111 530140

53.02 Other animal hair (fine or coarse), not
carded or combed 530211 530249
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53.03 Waste of sheep's or lambs' wool or of other
animal hair (fine or coarse), not pulled or
garnetted 530301 530305

54.01 Flax, raw or processed but not spun; flax
tow and waste (including pulled or garnetted
rags) 540101 540105

54.02 Ramie, raw or processed but not spun; ramie
nails and waste (including pulled or
garnetted rags) 540201 540205

54.03 Flax or ramie yarn, not put up for retail
sale 540301 540319

55.01 Cotton, not carded or combed 550101 550109

55.02 Cotton linters 550201 550209

55.03 Cotton waste (including pulled or garnetted
rags), not carded or combed 550300 550300

56.01 Man-made fibres (discontinuous), not carded,
combed or otherwise prepared for spinning 560111 560149

56.02 Continuous filament tow for the manufacture
of man-made fibres 560211 560249

56.03 Waste (including yarn waste and pulled and
garnetted rags) of man-made fibres
(continuous or discontinuous), not carded,
combed or otherwise prepared for spinning 560301 560305

56.04 Man-made fibres (discontinuous or waste),
carded, combed or otherwise prepared for
spinning 560411 560449
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57.01 True hemp ("Cannabis sativa"), raw or
processed but not spun; tow and waste of
true hemp (including pulled or garnetted rags
or ropes) 6.5 5?0101 570105

57.02 Manila hemp (abaca) ("Musa tlextilis"), raw or
processed but not spun; tow and waste of
manila hemp (including pulled or garnetted
rags or ropes) 570201 570205

57.03 jute and other textile bast fibres not
elsewhere specified or included, raw or
processed but not spun; tow and waste
thereof (including pulled or garnetted rags
or ropes) 570301 570308

57.04 Other vegetable textile fibres, raw or
processed but not spun; waste of such fibres
(Including pulled or garnetted rags or ropes) 570410 570449

57.G7 Yarn and other vegetable textile fibres;
paper yarn 570711 570719

59.07 Textile fabrics coated with gum or amylaceous
substances, of a kind used for the outer
covers of books and the like; tracing cloth;
prepared painting canvas; buckram and
similar fabrics for hat foundations and
similar uses 590710 590745

59.14 Wicks, of woven, plaited or knitted textile
materials, for lamps, stoves, lighters,
candles and the like; tubular knitted gas-
mantle fabric and incandescent gas mantles 591401 591405

59.15 Textile hosepiping and similar tubing, with
or without lining, armour or accessories of
other materials 591500 591500

59.16 I Transmission, conveyor or elevator belts or
belting, of textile material, whether or not

| strengthened with metal or other material 591600 591600

ex 59.17 Textile fabrics and textile articles, of a
kind commonly used in machinery or plant
excluding filter discs and straining cloth
of a kind commonly used in oil presses

591715 591739
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ex 69.09 Laboratory, chemical or industrial wares;
troughs, tubs and similar receptacles of a
kind used in agriculture; pots, jars and
similar articles of a kind commonly used for
the conveyance or packing of goods:
- Laboratory, chemical or industrial wares 690911 690929

70.03 Glass in balls, rods and tubes, unworked
(not being optical glass) 700301 700308

70.04 Unworked cast or rolled glass (including
flashed or wired glass), whether figured or
not, in rectangles 700411 700439

ex 70.09 Glass mirrors (including rear-view mirrors),
unframed, framed or backed:
A. Rear-view mirrors 700911 700919

ex 70.17 Laboratory, hygienic and pharmaceutical
glassware, whether or not graduated or
calibrated; glass ampoules:
A. Laboratory, hygienic and pharmaceutical

glassware, whether or not graduated or
calibrated 701711 701713

70.20 Glass fibre (including wool), yarns, fabrics
and articles made therefrom 702010 702049

73.02 Ferro-alloys 730220 730229

ex 73.03 Waste and scrap metal of iron or steel,
intended exclusively for remelting 730310 730319

73.08 Iron or steel coils for re-rolling 730801 730808

ex 73.20 Tube and pipe fittings (for example, joints,
elbows, unions and flanges), of iron or
steel:
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A. Fittings for quick fitting tubes and
pipes of an internal diameter of 69 mm
or more 732002 732002

B. Accessories for extension tubes for
well-sinking and -boring machines 732006 732006

ex 73.29 Chains and parts thereof, of iron or steel:
A. Transmission chain and parts thereof 732911 732911
B. Chain (other than transmission chain)

and parts thereof:
(b) Other 732915 732919

ex 73.32 Bolts and nuts (including bolt ends and
screw studs), whether or not threaded or
tapped, and screws (including screw hooks
and screw rings), of iron or steel; rivets,
cotters, cotter-pins, washers and spring
washers, of iron or steel:
ex B. Screws for metal or wood:

- Screws for metal, of stainless 733225 733225
steel 733227 733227

ex C. Bolts fo.r stoves and ploughs,
hexagonal bolts:
(a) Lug pins for ploughs 733251 733251

ex D. Rivets 733280 733280
E. Other:

- Washers and spring washers 733281 733282
Cotters, cotter-pins and the like, 733285 733285
of iron and steel

73.33 Needles for hand sewing (including
embroidery), hand carpet needles and hand
knitting needles, bodkins, crochet hooks,
and the like, and embroidery stilettos, of
iron or steel 733311 733319

I If~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~________________________________________
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ex 73.35 Springs and leaves for springs, of iron or
steel:
ex B. Spiral springs:

- Spiral springs for motor vehicles
and railway rolling-stock 733531 733535

ex C. Other:
- Helicoidal springs 733573 733574

74.01 Copper matte; unwrought copper, (refined or
not); copper waste and scrap 740111 740117

ex 74.07 Tubes and pipes and blanks therefor, or
copper; hollow bars of copper:
ex A. Round tubes and pipes and blanks

therefor:
- Blanks for round tubes and pipes, of

copper 740702 740702
ex B. Other:

- Blanks for other tubes and pipes, of
copper 740706 740706

- Hollow bars, of copper 740708 740708

ex 74.15 Nails, tacks, staples, hook-nails, spiked
cramps, studs, spikes and drawing pins, of
copper, or of iron or steel with heads of
copper; bolts and nuts (including bolt ends
and screw studs), whether or not threaded or
tapped, and screws (including screw hooks and
screw rings), of copper; rivets, cutters,
cotter pins, washers and spring washers, of
copper:
ex A. Screws and rivets:

- Rivets, of copper 741510 741510
B. Other 741514 741519

74.16 Springs, of copper 741600 741600
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75.01 Nickel mattes, nickel speiss and other
intermediate products of nickel metallurgy;
unwrought nickel (excluding electro-plating
anodes); nickel waste and scrap 750111 750118

.._ ___ _ __ _ _

75.02 Wrought bars, rods, angles, shapes and
sections, of nickel; nickel wire 750201 750207

75.03 Wrought plates, sheets and strip, of nickel;
nickeL foil; nickel powders and flakes 750301 750305

75.04 Tubes and pipes and blanks therefor, of
nickeL; hollow bars, and tube and pipe
fittings (for example, joints, elbows,
sockets and flanges), of nickel 750401 750408

75.05 ELectro-plating anodes, of nickel, wrought
or unwrought, including those produced by
electrolysis 750500 750500

76.01 Unwrought aluminium; aLuminium waste and
scrap 760111 760120

76.05 Aluminium powders and flakes 760500 760500

_ __ _ _ _ _ !
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ex 76.16 Other articles of aluminium:
ex E. Other:

- Washers, of aluminium
- Discs and rings, of aluminium

761684
761687

No.

761
761 -

77.01 Unwrought magnesium; magnesium waste
(excluding shavings of uniform size) and
scrap 770111 770115

77.02 Wrought bars, rods, angles, shapes and
sections, of magnesium; magnesium wire;
wrought plates, sheets and strip of
magnesium; magnesium foil; raspings and
shavings of uniform size, powders and
flakes, of magnesium; tubes and pipes and
blanks therefor, of magnesium; hollow bars,
of magnesium; other articles of magnesium 770211 770228

77.04 Beryllium, unwrought or wrought, and
articles cf beryllium 770401 770405

79.01 Unwrought zinc; zinc waste and scrap 790110 790120

79.02 Wrought bars, rods, angles, shapes and
sections, of zinc; zinc wire 790201 790205

79.03 Wrought plates, sheets and strip, of zinc; 1
zinc foiL; zinc powders and flakes 790311 790318

80.01 Unwrought tin; tin waste and scrap 800111 800115

80.02 Wrought bars, rods, angles, shapes and
sections, of tin; tin wire 800210 800250

80.03 Wrought plates, sheets and strip, of tin 800300 800300

80.04 Tin foil (whether or not embossed, cut to
shape, perforated, coated, printed, or
backed with paper or other reinforcing
material), of a weight (excluding any
backing) not exceeding 1 kg./m ; tin
powders and flakes 800411 800418
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ex 81.01 Tungsten (wolfram), unwrought or wrought, and
articles thereof 810101 810105

81.02 Molybdenum, unwrought or wrought, and articles
thereof 810201 810205

81.03 Tantalum, unwrought or wrought, and articles
thereof 810301 810305

ex 82.05 Interchangeable tools for hand tools, for
machine tools or for power-operated hand
tools (for example, for pressing, stamping,
drilling, tapping, threading, boring,
broaching, milling. cutting, turning,
dressing, morticing or screw driving),
including dies for wire drawing, extrusion
dies for metal, rock drilling bits,
excluding:
- dies for wire drawing having a working

part of metal (820554) 820501 820553
- other interchangeable tooLs, having a

working part of metal (820559) 820557 820557

ex 82.06 Knives and cutting blades, for machines or
for mechanical appliances:
A. Knives and cutting blades for

agricultural machines 820601 820603
B. Knives and cutting bLades for household

machines and appliances 820605 820605

82.07 TooL-tips and plates, sticks and the like -
for tool-tips, unmounted, of sintered metal
carbides (for example, carbides of tungsten,
molybdenum or vanadium) 820701 820705

ex 83.01 Locks and padlocks (key, combination or
electrically operated'), and parts thereof,
of base metal; frames for incorporating
locks, for handbags, trunks or the Like,
and parts of such frames, of base metal;
keys for any of the foregoing articles, of
base metal
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ex B. Other:
ex (a) Complete articles:

- Locks for vehicles of all kinds, of 830141 830141
base metal

ex (b) Parts:
! Parts of locks, of base metal, for 830180

vehicles of all kinds

ex 83.02 Base metal 'fittings and mountings of a kind
suitable tor furniture, doors, staircases,
windows, blinds, coachwork, saddlery, trunks,
caskets and the like (including automatic
door closess; base metal hat-racks, hat-pegs,
brackets and the like:
-Base metal fittings and mountings for

coachwork of vehicles of all kinds 830240 830240

83.09 Clasps, frames with clasps for handbags and
the like, buckles, buckle-clasps, hooks, eyes,
eyelets and the Like, of base metal, of a
kind commonly used for clothing, travel
goods, handbags and other textile or leather
goods; tubular rivets and bifurcated rivets,
of base metal; beads and spangles, of base
metal 830910 830939

ex 84.01 Steam and other vapour generating boilers
(excluding central heating hot water boilers
capable also of producing low pressure
steam); super-heated water boilers:
B. Parts 840109 840109

~~~B
ex 84.02 Auxiliary plant for use with boilers of

heading No. 84.01 (for example, economisers,
superheaters, soot removers, gas recoverers
and the like); condensers for vapour engines
and power units:
B. Parts 840209 840209
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ex 84.03 Producer gas and water gas generators with or
without purifiers; acetylene gas generators
(water process) and similar gas generators,
with or without purifiers:
B. Parts 840309 840309

ex 84.05 Steam or other vapour power units, whether
or not incorporating boilers:

B. Parts 840507 840509

ex 84.06 Internal combustion piston engines:
ex A. Motor-vehicle and motor-cycle engines:
- of more than 500 cc. 840604 840609

ex D. Aircraft engines, of a ground-level
power of more than 600 metric h.p., and
parts thereof:

- Parts 840645 840645

F. Parts of engines other than those of
subheading 84.06 D 840661 840689

ex 84.07 Hydraulic engines and motors (including water
wheels and water turbines):

C. Parts 840721 840729

ex 84.08 Other engines and motors:

D. Parts 840875840871



Description of products

ex 84.09 Mechanically propelled road rollers:
- Parts

Pumps (including motor pumps and turbo pumps)
for liquids, whether or not fitted with
measuring devices; liquid elevators of
bucket, chain, screw, band and similar kinds:

ex C. Other pumps, motor pumps, turbo pumps
and liquid elevators:

ex I. Other pumps and motor pumps:

(b) Other:

- Injection pumps for motor-vehicle
internal combustion engines

- Other pumps for motor-vehicle or
motor-cycle engines

D. Parts

Air pumps, vacuum pumps and air or gas
compressors, (including motor and turbo pumps
and compressors, and free-piston generators
for gas turbines); fans, blowers and the like:
ex A. Pumps and compressors:

ex(b) Other:

- Hand- or pedal-pumps for pneumatic
tyres or similar articles

- Vacuum pumps

- Other motor-compressors for vehicles
of all kinds

(c) Parts

ex B. Free-piston generators:

841031

841032
841081

I.-

841111

841113

841126

841131

) arts
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ex 84.10

ex 84'1

841031

841032

841089

841111

841113

841126

841139

841165 841165
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C. Fans, blowers and the like:

ex (a) Appliances:
- Other fans, blowers and the like,

other than those of heading 841183 841183
No. 85.06

b) Parts
841185 841185

(b) Parts

ex 84.12 Air-conditioning machines, self-contained,
comprising a motor-driven fan and elements
for changing the temperature and humidity of
air:

B. Parts 841230 841230

ex 84.13 Furnace burners for liquid fuel (atomisers),
for pulverized solid fuel or for gas;
mechanical stokers, mechanical grates,
mechanical ash dischargers and similar
appliances: 841317 841319
P. Parts

ex 84.14 industrial and laboratory furnaces and ovens,
non-electric:

B. Parts 841419 841419

ex 84.15 Refrigerators and refrigerating equipment
(electrical or other):

ex E. Parts:

(d) Other 841587 841589

ex 84.16 Calendering and similar rolling machines
(other than metal-working and metal-roling
machines and glass-working machines) and
cylinders therefor:

B. Parts 841607 841609

ex 84.17 Machinery, plant and similar laboratory
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equipment, whether or not electrically heated
for the treatment of materials by a process
involving a change of temperature such as
heating, cooking, roasting, distilling,
rectifying, sterilizing, pasteurizing,
steaming, drying, evaporating, vapourizing,
condensing or cooling, not being machinery or
plant of a kind used for domestic purposes;
instantaneous or storage water heaters,
non-electrical:

- Parts 841705 841705
841708 841710
841715 841715
841791 841795

ex 84.18 Centrifuges; filtering and purifying
machinery and apparatus (other than filter
funnels, milk strainers and the like), for
liquids or gases:

- Parts of centrifuges for medical
laboratories of heading
No. 84.18A(a) 841809 841809

- Parts of cream separators 841819 841819
- Filters for the haemodialysis

apparatus of heading No. 90.17 841830 841830
- Parts of centrifugal clothes

dryers 841871 841871
- Other parts of filtering and

purifying apparatus and machinery
for liquids or gases 841978 841878

ex 84.19 Machinery for cleaning and drying bottles or
other containers; machinery for filling,
closing, sealing, capsuling or labelling
bottles, cans, boxes, bags or other
containers; other packaging or wrapping
machinery; machinery for aerating
beverages; dish-washing machines:

- Parts 841919 841919
841929 841929
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ex 84.20 Weighing machinery (excluding balances of a
sensitivity of 5 cg. or better), including
weight-operated counting and checking
machines; weighing machine weights of all
kinds: 842009 842009

- Parts 842071 842071

ex 84.21 Mechanical appliances (whether or not hand
operated) for projecting, dispersing or
spraying liquids or powders; fire
extinguishers (charged or not); spray guns
and similar appliances; steam or sand
blasting machines and similar jet projecting
machines:
ex A. Mechanical applicances:

- Windscreen washing devices for
vehicles of all kinds 842143 842143

B. Parts 842171 842179

ex 84.22 Lifting, handling, loading or unloading
machinery, telphers and conveyors (for
example, lifts, hoists, winches, cranes,
transporter cranes, jacks, pulley tackle,
belt conveyors and teleferics), not being
machinery falling within heading No. 84.23:
ex D. Jacks:

- Jacks for lifting motor vehicles 842217 842217
I. Parts 842270 842279

ex 84.23 Excavating, levelling, tamping, boring and
extracting machinery, stationary or mobile,
fcr earth, minerals or ores (for example,
mechanical shovels, coal-cutters,
excavators, scrapers, levellers and bull-
dozers); pile-drivers; snow-ploughs, not
self-propelled (including snow-plough
attachments): 842309 842309

- Parts 842370 842370
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ex 84.24 AgriculturaL and horticultural machinery for
soil preparation or cultivation (for example,
ploughs, harrows, cultivators, seed and
fertilizer distributors); lawn and sports
ground rollers: 842452 842452

-Parts 842481 842489

ex 84.25 Harvesting and threshing machinery; straw
and fodder presses; hay or grass mowers:
winnowing and similar cleaning machines in

seedg crain oleguminous tegelabkesab and
egg-grading and other grading machines fo
agriluLtural produce Nothere, than thosof-f a
kind used in the bread grain milling
industry falling within heading No. 84.29):
ex A. Parts of lawn mowers 842510 842510

E. Other parts 842582 842589

ex 84.26 Dairy machinery (including milking machines):
C. Parts 842681 842685

ex 84.27 Presses, crushers and other machinery, of a
kind usednr; wine-making, cider-making,
fruit juice preparation and the like:
C. Parts 842715 842715

ex 84.28 Other agricultural, hortiluLtural, poultry-
keeping and bee-keeping machinery;
germination plant fitted with mechanical
or thermal equipment.; poultry incubators
and brooders:

A. Machinery
ex C. Parts

(b) for other machinery 842855 842855

_______ ___ ____
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ex 84.29 Machinery of a kind used in the Lead grain
milling industry, and other machinery (other
than farm type machinery) for the working of
cereals or dried leguminous vegetables:
B. Parts 842919 842919

.30 Machinery not falling within any other
leading of this Chapter, of a kind used in
the - lowing food or drink industries:

ibakery, confectionery, chocolate manufacture,
ravioLi or similar cereal food

i-reoaration of meat, fish,
Tfr; o:t e gsr-.Ls (nctudi4 mincing or
slicing machines), suag7 manutactutre c-'
brew-ing:Xl
B. Parts 843070 843070

ex 84.31 Machinery for making or finishing cellulosic
pup, paper or paperboard:
C. Parts 843115 843119

ex 84.32 Book-binding machinery, including book-sewing
machines:
B. Parts 843215 843215

ex 84.33 Paper or paperboard cutting machines of all
kinds; other machinery for, making up paper
pulp, paper or paperboard:
B. Parts 843317 843319

ex 84.34 Machinery, apparatus and accessories for
type-founding or type-setting; machinery
other than the machine-tools of heading
1No. 84.45, 84.46 or 84.47, for preparing or
working printing blocks, plates or cylinders;
printing type, impressed flongs and matrices,
printing blocks, plates and cylinders;
blocks, plates, cylinders and lithographic
stones, prepared for printing purposes (for
example, planed, grained or polished):
C. Parts 843451 843459
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ex 84.35 Other printing machinery; machines for uses
ancillary to printing:
E. Parts 843571 843579

ex 84.38 Auxiliary machinery for use with machines of
heading No. 84.37 (for example, dobbies,
Jacquards, automatic stop motions and shuttle
changing mechanisms); parts and accessories
suitable for use solely or principally with
the machines of the present heading or with
machines failing within heading No.. 84.36 or
84.37 (for example, spindles and spindle
flyers, card clothing, combs, extruding
nipples, shuttles, heads and heald-lifters
and hosiery needles): 843811 843819

- Parts and accessories 843851 843879

ex 84.39 Machinery for the manufacture or finishing of
felt in the piece or in shapes, including
felt-hat making machines and hat-making
blocks:
C. Parts 843919 843919

ex 84.40 Machinery for washing, cleaning, drying,
bleaching, dyeing, dressing, finishing or
coating textile yarns, fabrics or made up
textile articles (including laundry and dry-
cleaning machinery), fabric folding, reeling
or cutting machines; machines of a kind used
in the manufacture of linoleum or other
floor coverings for applying the paste to
the base fabric or other support; machines
of a type used for printing a repetitive
design, repetitive words or overall colour on
textiles, leather, wallpaper, wrapping
aper, linoleum or other materials, and

engraved or etched plates, blocks or rollers
therefor: 844018 844018

- Parts 844022 844022
844078 844078
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ex 84.41 Sewing machines; furniture specially
designed for sewing machines; sewing machine
needles:
E. Sewing machine needLes 844173 844175
F. Sewing machine parts 844179 844179

ex 84.42 Machinery (other than sewing machines) for
preparing, tanning or working hides, skins
or leather (including boot and shoe
machinery):
B. Parts 844209 844209

ex 84.43 Converters, ladles, ingot mouLds and
casting machines, of a kind used in
metallurgy and in metal foundries:
B. Parts 844309 844309

ex 84.44 Rolling mills and rolls therefor:
C. Parts, other

84.48 Accessories and parts suitable for use solely
or principally with the machines falling
within headings Nos. 84.45 to 84.47, includ-
ing work and tool holders, self-opening die-
heads, dividing heads and other appliances

844459 844459
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for machine-tools; tool holders for any
type of tool or machine-tool for working
in the hand 844811 844859

ex 84.49 Tools for working in the hand, pneumatic or
with self-contained non-electric motor:
B. Parts 844950 844950

ex 84.50 Gas-operated welding, brazing, cutting and
surface tempering appliances:
B. Parts 845009 845009

ex 84.53 Automatic data processing machines and units
thereof; magnetic or optical readers;
machines for transcribing data onto data
media in coded form and machines for
processing such data, not elsewhere specified
or included:
ex B. Micro-computers for family or

educational use, connectable to a
television receiver, of a global
value, including accessories, of not
more than D500 and imported, without
display screen or printer, by agents
approved by the Ministry of Industry
and Trade for the manufacturing mark
concerned 845312 845312

84.55 Parts and accessories (other than covers,
carrying cases and the like) suitable for
use solely or principally with machines of a
kind falling within heading No. 84.51, 84.52,
84.53 or 84.54 845501 845508
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ex 84.56 Machinery for sorting, screening,
separating, washing, crushing, grinding or
mixing earth, stone, ores or other mineral
substances, in solid (including powder and
paste) form; machinery for agglomerating,
moulding or shaping solid mineral fuels,
ceramic paste, unhardened cements,
plastering materials or other mineral
products in powder or paste form; machines
for forming foundry moulds of sand:
C. Parts 845670 845670

ex 84.57 Glass working machines (other than machines
for working glass in the cold); machines
for assembling electric filament and
discharge lamps and electronic and
similar tubes and valves:
B. Parts 845709 845709

ex 84.58 Automatic vending machines (for example,
stamp, cigarette, chocolate and food
machines), not being games of skill or
chance:
B. Parts 845809 845309
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ex 84.59 Machines and mechanical appliances, having
individual functions, not falling within any 845990 845990
other heading of this Chapter:
I. Parts of the machines and mechanical

appliances of subheadings B to H above

84.62 Ball, roller or needle roller bearings 846211 846259

ex 84.63 Transmission shafts, cranks, bearing
housings, plain shaft bearings, gears and
gearing (including friction gears and gear-
boxes and other variable speed gears), 846311 846337
flywheels, pulleys and pulley blocks, 846350 846350
clutches and shaft couplings, excluding
flywheels and pulleys for engines of any
kind

84.65 Machinery parts, not containing electrical
connectors, insulators, coils, contacts or
other electrical features and not falling
within any other heading in this Chapter 846501 846509

ex 85.01 Electrical goods of the following
descriptions: generators, motors, converters
(rotary or static), transformers, rectifiers
and rectifying apparatus, inductors:
B. Motors of an output of between 1120

metric h.p. and 1/25 metric h.p., of a
speed of 6,000 r.p.m., weighing not more
than 1 kg., without accessories 850130 850130

H. Parts 850191 850199

85.02 Electro-magnets; permanent magnets and
articles of special materials for permanent
magnets, being blanks of such magnets;
electro-magnetic and permanent magnet chucks,
clumps, vices and similar work holders;
electro-magnetic clutches and couplings;
electro-magnetic brakes; electro-magnetic
lifting heads:
A. Complete articles
B. Parts 850201 850309
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ex 85.03 Primary celI.s and primary batteries:
ex A(a) Pill-shaped miniaturized batteries

for electronic machines and
appliarces 850305 850305

ex 85.05 Tools for working in the hand, with self-
contained electric motor: 850570 850570
B. Parts

ex 85.06 Electro-mechanical domestic appliances, with
self-contained electric motor:
F. Other 850690 850690

ex 85.07 Shavers and hairclippers, with self-contained
electric motor:
B. Parts 850750 850750

85.08 Electrical starting and ignition equipment
for internal combustion engines includingg
ignition magnetos, magneto-dynamos,
ignition coils, starter motors, sparking
plugs and glow plugs); generators (dynamos
and alternators) and cut-outs for use in
conjunction with such engines:
A. Equipment
B. Parts 850811 850899

ex 5.09 Electrical lighting and signalling equipment 850911 850913
and electrical wind-screen wipers, defrosters 850919 850935
and demisters, for cycles or motor vehicles 350941 850949
excluding spot-lights, headlights, lighting 850990 850990
units, signalling equipment and windscreen-
wiper blades for motor vehicles

ex 85.11 Industrial and laboratory electric furnaces,
ovens and induction and dielectric heating
equipment; electric or laser-operated
weLding, grazing, soldering or cut-ing
machines and apparatus: 851170 851190

B. Parts 851170 851190
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ex 85.12

Description of products
Fr om

Electric instantaneous or storage water
heaters and immersion heaters; electric soil
heating apparatus and electric space heating
apparatus; electric hair dressing appliances
(for example, hair dryers, hair curlers,
curling tong heaters) and electric smoothing
irons; electro-thermic domestic appliances;
electric heating resistors other than those
of carbon:
F. Heating resistors
- Parts

851212
851230
851268

851290

GNP No.

To

851212
851230
851268

851290

ex 85.13 Electrical line telephonic and telegraphic
apparatus (including such apparatus for
carrier-current line systems): 851319 851319
- Parts 851359 851359

ex 85.14 Microphones and stands therefor; Loudspeakers;
audio-frequency electric amplifiers:
B. Parts 851450 851455

ex 85.15 Radiotelegraphic and radiotelephonic
transmission and reception apparatus;
radio-broadcasting and television transmission
and reception apparatus (including receivers
incorporating sound recorders or reproducers)
and television cameras; radio navigational
laid apparatus, radar apparatus and radio 851556 851559
remote control apparatus: 851585 851585
- Parts 851598 851598

ex 85.16 Electric traffic control equipment for
railways, roads or inland water-ways and
equipment used for similar purposes in port
installations or upon airfields:
B. Parts 851609 851609

ex 85.17 Electric sound or visual signalling apparatus
(such as bells, sirens, indicator panels,
burglar and fire alarms), other than those
of heading No. 85.09 or 85.16: 851709 851709
B. Parts
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85.18 Electrical capacitors, fixed or variable 851801 851809

Electrical apparatus for making and breaking
electrical circuits, for the protection of
electrical circuits (for example, switches,
relays, fuses, lightning arresters, surge
suppressors, plugs, lamp holders and
junction boxes); resistors, fixed or variable
(including potentio-meters), other than
heating resistors; printed circuits; switch-
boards (other than telephone switchboards)
and control panels:
ex A. Apparatus:

- Relays of a power of more than
2 amperes

- Switches other than for
installation or for household
electrical appliances

- Other electrical apparatus for
making and breaking electrical
circuits for other uses

- Contact plugs for inter-connecting
electrical appliances

- Apparatus for vehicles of any kind,
excluding winking direction-
indicators and battery terminals

- Relays for telecommunication
apparatus

- Fuses
(b) Parts

ex B. Other:
ex II. Other

ex (a) Apparatus:
- Non-heating resistors
- Potentiometers and rehostats

ex (b) Parts:
- Parts of non-heating resistors,

potentiometers and rheostats

851909

851910

851926

851930

851940
851941
851965
851972

851991
851992

851909

851911

851926

851930

851940
851941
851965
851979

851991
851992

851997

ex 85.19

851997
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ex 85.20 Electric filament lamps and electric
discharge lamps (including for infra-red and
ultra-violet lamps); arc-lamps:
ex A. Electric discharge lamps (including

fluorescent lamps):
(a) Quartz lamps of a power of 650

watts or more, used in cinema-
tographic production 852011 852011

ex (b) Other:
- Electric discharge lamps used in

photography 852012 852012
- Electric discharge lamps used

for public-service lighting 852014 852014
ex B. Other:

ex (b) Other:
- Electric filament lamps for motor

vehicles 852032 852032
- Infra-red lamps 852037 852037

85.21 Thermionic, cold cathode and photo cathode
valves and tubes (including vapour or gas-
filled valves and tubes, cathode-ray tubes,
television camera tubes and mercury arc
rectifying valves and tubes); photocells;
mounted piezo-electric crystals; diodes,
transistors and similar semi-conductor
devices; light emitting diodes; electronic
microcircuits 852101 852169

ex 85.22 Electrical appliances and apparatus, having
individual functions, not falling within
any other heading of this Chapter:
C. Parts 852209 852209

ex 85.23 Insulated (including enamelled or anodized
electric wire, cable, bars, strip and the
Like (including co-axial cable), whether or
not fitted with connectors:
ex B. Insulated electric wire and bars:

- Insulated electric wire for
sparking-plugs, whether or not
fitted with connectors 852353 852353
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85.24 Carbon brushes, arc-lamp carbons, battery
carbons, carbon electrodes and other carbon
articles of a kind used for electrical
purposes 852411 852459

ex 85.25 Insulators of any material, other than of 852510 852520
artificial plastic materials 852540 852540

85.26 Insulating fittings for electrical machines,
appliances or equipment, being fittings
wholly of insulating material apart from any
minor components of metal incorporated
during moulding solely for purposes of
assembly, but not including insulators
falling within heading No. 85.25 852610 852640

85.27 Electrical conduit tubing and joints therefore
of base metal lined with insulating material 852700 .852700

85.28 Electrical parts of machinery and apparatus,
not being goods falling within any of the
preceding headings of this Chapter

86.09 Parts of railway and tramway locomotives and
rolling-stock

ex 86.10

ex 87.06

Railway and tramway track fixtures and
fittings; mechanical equipment, not
electrically powered, for signalling to or
controlling road, rail or other vehicles,
ships or aircraft; parts of the foregoing
fixtures, fittings or equipment:
B. Parts

Parts and accessories of the motor vehicles
falling within heading No. 87.01, 87.02 or
87.03, excluding:
- cables for brakes, starters, chokes, etc.
- framed windows of the motor vehicles

falling within neading No. 87.01, 87.02
or 87.03;

- brake linings mounted on metal shoes;
- chassis mounting rubbers;

861005

870623
870652
870661
870669
870679
870694
870699
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- supports and brackets for engines and
gear-boxes, including assemblies of which
these are the essential component

- shock absorbers for motor vehicles
- wheels fitted with pneumatic tyres
- wheel-rims
- hand-brake levers
- exhaust-boxes for motor vehicles

(including silencers and exhaust pipes)

ex 87.07 Works trucks, mechanically propelled, of the
types used in factories, warehouses, dock
areas or airports for short distance transport
or handling of goods (for example, platform
trucks, fork-lift trucks and straddle
carriers); tractors o-f the type used on
railway station platforms; parts of the
foregoing vehicles:
B. Parts 870770 870775

ex 87.12 Parts and accessories of articles falling 871211 871211
within heading No. 87.09, 87.10 or 87.11, 871213 871252

uding spokes and spoke-nuts 871254 871275
871278 871299

x87.14 Other vehicles (including trailers), not
mechanically propelled, and parts thereof:
C. Parts:

ex (b) Other
- Parts 871496 871497

88.03 Parts of goods falling within heading
No. 88.01 or 88.02 880301 880305

ex 90.06 Astronomical instruments (for example,
reflecting telescopes, transit instruments
and equatorial telescopes), and mountings
therefor, but not including instruments for
radio-astronomy:
B. Parts and accessories 900609 900609

ex 90.07 Photographic cameras; photographic flashlight
apparatus and flash bulbs other than
other than discharge lamps of
heading No. 85.20:
B. Flash bulbs 900721 900725
D. Parts and accessories for the articles of

subheadings A to C 900741 900745
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ex 90.08 Cinematographic cameras, projectors, sound
recorders and sound reproducers; any
combination of these articles:
B. Parts and accessories 900881 900889

ex 90.09 Image projectors (other than cinematographic
projectors); photographic (except cinema-
tographic) enlargers and reducers:
B. Parts and accessories 900981 900989

ex 90.10 Apparatus and equipment of a kind used in
photographic or cinematographic laboratories,
not falling within any other heading in this
Chapter; photo-copying apparatus (whether
incorporating an optical system or of the
contact type) and thermo-copying apparatus;
screens for projectors:
C. Parts and accessories 901030 901039

90.11 Microscopes and diffraction apparatus,
electron and proton 901101 901109

90.12 Compound optical microscopes, whether or
not provided with means for photographing
or projecting the image 901201 901209

90.13 OpticaL appliances and instruments (but not
including lighting appliances other than
searchlights or spotlights), not falling
within any other heading of this Chapter;
lasers, other than laser diodes 901351 901359

90.14 Surveying (including photogrammetrical
surveying), hydrographic, navigational,
meteorological, hydrological, and geophysical
instruments; compasses; range-finders 901431 901475

ex 90.15 Balances of a sensitivity of 5 cg. or better,
with or without their weights:
B. Parts and accessories 901509 901509
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ex 90.16 Drawing, marking-out and mathematical
calculating instruments, drafting machines,
pantographs, drawing-sets, slide rules, disc
calculators and the like; measuring or
checking instruments, appliances and machines,
not falling within any other heading of this
Chapter (ocr example, micrometers, callipers,
gauges, measuring rods, balancing machines);
profile projectors, excluding drawing-tables
and stands therefor 901611 901670

90.17 Medical, dental, surgical and veterinary
instruments and appliances (including electro-
medical apparatus and ophthalmic instruments) 901704 901779

90.18 Mechano-therapy appliances; massage apparatus;
psychological aptitude-testing apparatus;
artificial respiration, ozone therapy,
oxygen therapy, aerosol therapy or similar
apparatus; breathing appliances (including
gas masks and similar respirators) 901851 901859

ex'90.19 Orthopaedic appliances, surgical belts,
trusses and the like; splints and other
fracture appliances; artificial limbs, eyes,
teeth and other artificial parts of the body;
hearing aids and other appliances which are
worn or carried, or implanted in the body,
to compensate for a defect or disability:
A. Searing aids 901901 901909
D. Other 901915 901990

ex 90.20 Apparatus based on the use of X-rays or of
the radiations from radio active substances
(including radiography and radiotherapy
apparatus); X-ray generators; X-ray tubes,
X-ray screens, X-ray high tension generators;
X-ray control panels and desks; X-ray
examination or treatment tables, chairs and
the like:
A. Apparatus, including X-ray tubes, X-ray

high tension generators, X-ray control
panels, X-ray screens, X-ray examination
or treatment tables, chairs and the like,
for medical use

B. Parts and accessories

902011
902051

902053
902065

902011
902051

902057
902070
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90.21 Instruments, apparatus or models, designed
solely for demonstrational purposes (for
example, in education or exhibition),
unsuitable for other uses 902100 902100

90.22 Machines and appliances for testing
mechanically the hardness, strength,
compressibility, elasticity and the like
properties of industrial materials (for
example, metals, wood, textiles, paper or
plastics) 902201 902209

ex 90.23 Hydrometers and similar instruments;
thermometers, pyrometers, barometers,
hygrometers, psychrometers, recording or not;
any combination of these instruments, 902311 902311
excluding those of an ornamental nature 902332 902339

90.24 Instruments and apparatus for measuring,
checking or automatically controlling the
flow, depth, pressure or other variables
of liquids or gases, or for automatically
controlling temperature, (for example,
pressure gauges, thermostats, level gauges,
flow meters, heat meters, automatic oven-
draught regulators), not being articles
falling within heading No. 90.14 902451 902459

90.25 Instruments and apparatus for physical or
chemical analysis (such as polarimeters,
refractometers, spectrometers, gas analysis
apparatus); instruments and apparatus for
measuring or checking viscosity, porosity,
expansion, surface tension or the like (such
as viscometers, porosimeters, expansion
meters); instruments and apparatus for
measuring or checking quantities of heat,
light or sound (such as photometers (includ-
ing exposure meters), calorimeters);
microtomes 902511 902559

90.27 Revolution counters, production counters,
taximeters, mileometers, pedometers and the
like, speed indicators (including magnetic
speed indicators) and tachometers (other
than articles falling within heading
No. 90.14); stroboscopes 902751 902759
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90.28 Electrical measuring, checking, analysing or
automatically controlling instruments and
apparatus 902801 902899

90.29 Parts or accessories suitable for use solely
or principally with one or more of the
articles falling within heading No. 90.23,
90.24, 90.26, 90.27 or 90.28 902900 902900

92.10 Parts and accessories of musical instruments,
including perforated music rolls and
mechanisms for musical boxes; metronomes,
tuning forks and pitch pipes of all kinds 921011 921059

ex 92.12 Gramophone records and other sound or similar
recordings; matrices for the production of
records, prepared record blanks, film for
mechanical sound recording, prepared tapes,
wires, strips and like articles of a kind
commonly used for sound or similar recording:
ex C. Other media:

ex (a) Magnetic recording media for
automatic data recording
(tapes, diskettes, disc packs,
etc.):
- Tapes, diskettes and disc 921251 921251

packs for automatic data 921253 921253
recording, prepared but not 921255 921255
recorded 921257 921257

92.13 Other parts and accessories of apparatus
falling within heading No. 92.11 921351 921359

ex 94.01 Chairs and other seats (other than those
falling within heading No. 94.02) whether or
not convertible into beds, and parts thereof:

A. Insulated stools 940110 940110
ex B. Other chairs and other seats:

- Seats for aircraft 940125 940125

ex 94.02 Medical, dental, surgical or veterinary
furniture (for example, operating tables,
hospital beds with mechanical fittings);
dentists and similar chairs, with mechanical
elevating, rotating or reclining movements; 940239 940239
parts of the foregoing articles:
- Parts 940259 940259
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ex 98.08 Typewriter and similar ribbons, whether or not
on spools; ink-pads, with or without boxes:- Inked ribbons for printers, mounted on

cassettes and incorporating a re-inking 980803 980803system

98.09 Sealing wax (including bottle-sealing wax) in
sticks, cakes or similar forms; copying pastes
with a basis of gelatin, whether or not on a
paper or textile backing 980901 980905
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1. State monopoly reserved for the National Authority for Tobacco and
Matches and the Kairouan tobacco factory.

2. The import of products falling within GNP Nos. 285011, 285012 and
285110 is subject to presentation of an attestation issued by the Ministry
of Public Health.

N.B. 1. Products under monopoly and included in the list in the
present Notice may be imported under an import certificate
only by the holders of those monopolies.

2. Import certificates in respect of products which were
Liberalized for import prior to the date of publication of
the present Notice remain valid if the relevant contract was
domiciled before that date. They Likewise remain valid for
products despatched to Tunisia prior to the date of this
Notice. The data of despatch must be confirmed by a transport
document (bill of lading, waybill or air transport document).
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MINISTRY OF INDUSTRY AND TRADE

TUNISIA: TRADE STATISTICS

1985-1986

February 1987
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PRINCIPAL PRODUCTS EXPORTED
Q: '000 tons
V: million dinars

1985 1986
Products

~~~~~~~~~~ _

FOODSTUFFS

of which:

- Live animals

- Crustaceans and molluscs

- VegetabLes
- Dates

itCitrus 4-uit

- Atmond
- Harissa

- OLive-oil
- Wines and vermouths

ENERGY

- Crude petroleum
- Crude naphtha
- FueL oil (compensation)

PHOSPHATES AND DERIVATIVES THEREOF

- Phosphates
- Phosphoric acid

- T.S.P. 46%
- T.S.P. 39%

- D.A.P.

- M.A.P.

- D.C.P.

- S.T.P.P.
- A. N.

- N.P.K.

- G.27

TEXTILES, LEATHER AND FOOTWEAR
of which:
- Made-up articles
- Knitted and crocheted articles
- Woven fabric
- carpets
- Footwear
- Leather and Leather articles

1,8

9,2

9;3

14,4

41 ,1

1,0

1,5

46,2

47,3

3748,9

144,7

1128,3
277,4

676,7

41,4

379,6

55,3

29,8

16,9

13,7

154,4

4,4
27,5

2,8

26,1
10,7

0,&

1,8

42,8

5,5

6Q4,

575,1
29,2

258,6
25,8
68,1

76,5

3,3
61,6
9,1

3,6
7,3
1,2

309,0

198,6
43,7
30.4
5,4
16,3
8,8

1,8

10,8

7,2

14,3

44,7

3,4

1 ,

44,2

56,1

5°99*5
79,6

2d2,3

1192,9

313,6

672,1

29,0

480,3

14,1

31,3

28,1

30,2

22,1
13,6
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169,2

3,6

44,9

.,6
26,1
11,7

8,7
2 4

53,5

5,2

544.7

320,1

10,3
14,3

270,1

25,8

72,3

72,9
2,4
69,9
2,1

4,2

12,2
3,0
2,8
2,0

423,8

275,8
62,7
34.8
5.9

25,3
10, 1
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PRINCIPAL PRODUCTS IMPORTED
'000 tons
million dinars

Products 1985 1986

Q _V Q V
---I-- -i- -- _

FOODSTUFFS:
of which:

Durum wheat

Soft wheat

Barley

Maize

Meat

Milk

Butter

Coffee

OiL

Tea

Sugar

ENERGY:

Crude petroleum (compensation)

Finished petroleum products

Algerian gas

of which:

- Purchase

- Payment in kind

RAW MATERIALS AND SEMI-MANUFACTURES

of which:

Sulphur

Unmanufactured tobacco

Cotton

White cement

Lubricants

Chemical products

Textile yarn and spun goods

Plastic materials

Hides and skins

Paperboard in rolls

Sheets and plates

Tubes, pipes and accessories

Angles, shapes, sections, bars, of iron

Copper
Wood and articles thereof

30,9
456,1

23,2

209,5

11,6

28

6,6

5,8

90,9
12,9

166,4

1133,4

683,5

237,2

446,3

855,6

5,6

18,7

54,9

28,8

235,7

24,6

70,5

1,7

66,7

111,3

27,1

158,2

7,1
184,9

278,2

5,9

53,1

1,9

24,4

11,9

23,1

9,2

7,2

50,7

22,1

20,7

292,8

215,5

77,3

27,4

48,9

744,6

110,3

12,2

23,3

4,9

11,1

68,8

60,3

59,1
13,6

33,2

41,1

20,4

35,5
11,3

45,7

267,2

681,4

114,1

240,3

11,6

24,8

4,7

5,7
114,6

14,8

186,1

412,9

1495,0

263,3

185,6

79,7

1068,4

5,8

18,3

60,3

30,7
337,2

26,4

67,1

2,1

62,7

112,3

19,1

136,5
8,2

210,7

287,4

26,7

62,8

7,4
23,9

13,7

23,6

9,5

9:7
55,2

16,7
27,1

182,6

54,0

127,6

21,0

13,8

7,2

81d,1

123,8

11,7

15,7

6,1

8,5

76,8

61,6

60,3

17,5

38,5

55,6

17,3

37,7

12,5
50
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_EQUIGOODS:503,2503,2 504,7

Pumps and compressors 28, 1

Mchine tools 16,5 18,0
Office machines 11,7 12,1

Generators and transformers 15.4 13,9

Telephone and telegraph equipment 26,6 37,5
Railway equipment 31,7 8,2

Tractors 23,8 16,6

Passenger transport vehicles 13,1 13,9

Lorries and vans 46,5 38,0

Coachwork 26,9 27,9

Scientific apparatus 27,3 _ 9,7

CONSUMER GOODS:

Manufactured tobacco 6,2 - 3,9

Pharmaceuticals 55,1 - 54,4

Bookseller's goods 9,2 - 6,0

Woven fabrics _ 104 ,9 - 147,5

Knitted and crocheted goods _ 28,5 -45,2 4je
Made-up textile articles _ 24,5 - 33,8

lothingthing 5,9 - 6,7
Radio and television receivers - 23,5 - 17,3

Passenger motor vehicles _ 49 | ,3 - 25,4

TOTAL 2287,0 2304
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FOREIGN TRADE BY REGION

(in million dinars)

EEC

France
Belgium
Netherlands
Fed. Rep. Germany
Italy
United Kingdom
Ireland
Denmark
Luxembourg
Greece
Spain
Portugal

MAGHREB ARAB COUNTRIES

of which: Morocco
Algeria
Libya

EASTERN ARAB COUNTRIES

of which: Iraq
Jordan
S. Arabia
Syria
UAE

EASTERN COUNTRIES

Austria
Bulgaria
Czechoslovakia
Finland
Germany D.R.
Hungary
Poland
Romania
USSR
Yugoslavia

REST OF WORLD

of which: Egypt
Canada
USA
China
Indonesia

Year 1935 Year 1986

Imports Exports Cover (%) Imports Exports Cover (%)

1540,0

631,7
77,9
52,2
276,6
290,6
41,6
2,7
5,7
1,6

22,0
125,71,7

164,2

15,5
130,0
17,7

50,6

0,6
13,3
4,2
1,3

136,6

15,9
7,6
8,3
12,9
12,7
26,4
26,4
4,7
12,6
9,4

415,6
5,5
43,9

133,3
31,9
6,4

1032,7

383,5
60,4
31,8
159,0
242,9
40,3
7,8
1,8

0,02
4,4

100,0
0,8

64,4

4,3
46,7
13,4

15,5

1,7
5,1
3,4
1,3
1,4

34,8

1,3
1,8
2,8
0,4
0,6
2,1
3,3
6,5
9,2
6,8

294,6

4,3
42,
106,7
11,1
13,2

67,0

60,7
77,5
60,9
57,5
83,6
96,9
188,8
31,6
1,2

20,0
79,5
6,8

39,2

26,1
35,9
75,7

50,6

25,6
30,9
107,7

25,5

8,2
23,7
33,7
3,1

4,7
8,0
12,5

138,3
73,0
72,3

78,2

97,7
80,0
34,8

206,2

1558,6

634 ,2
177,9
57,2

300,2
245,8
44,4
1,3
6,6
2,3
30,8

111 ,9

6,0

79,5

13,6
64,0
1,7

65, 1

0,01
1,2

49,1
1,5
0,7

106,1

11,3
3,9
8,4
7,1
9,2
9,2

15,4
12,3
3015
7.9

474,9
4.5

47,5
160,7
27,4
7,1

1036,4

326,8
77,1
52,1

210,4
203,0
26,8
3,0
0,8

0,05
85,1
50,1
0,3

61,2

5,8
71,5
3,9

46,6

14,9
8,2
6.29,1
5,1

61,1
'1,1

4,0
8,3
0,5
3,5
1,2
3,3
10,6
19,0
9,6

8_7,7
3,4
1,3
9,8

36,0
10,6

AGGREGATE BALANCE 22877 14422 63,1 2304 1404 60,9

66,5

5,.5
65,4
92,5
70,8
82,6
60,4

230,8
12,1
2,2

276,3
44,7
5,0

102,4

42,6
111 ,7
229 ,4

54,7

12,6

57,6

9,7
102,6
98,8
7,0
38,0
13,0
21,4
86,2
62,2

121,5

37,6
75,5
2,7
6,1

131,4
149,3


